Tellit’s® User Guidelines
How to tell it on Tellit®
1. Write a review
2. Upload Pictures
3. Rate the business
4. Rate using the experience box
5. Ask a question

These guidelines apply to any use of Tellit’s® websites by our community, that is,
https://Tellit®.com.ng. We refer to users of our Website throughout the Guidelines as
"you" and "your".
1 Write a review: The best reviews are passionate and personal. They offer a rich
narrative, a wealth of detail, and a helpful tip or two for other consumers.
Here are some additional thoughts for conscientious reviewers.
1.1 To write a review on Tellit®, you need to have a valid email address. Creating
a user profile and account is optional.
1.2 You can write a review on Tellit® about a business if you have had a buying
or service experience with that business, purchased a product or service from
the business, an organisation, a web service, etc. ("the Business"), or placed an
order with the Business, or document your use of the Business’ service, including
via correspondence or other interaction with the Business.
1.3 You may only write about your own personal Service Experience. You are not
permitted to write a review about somebody else's Service Experience with a
certain business, like a family member or friend.
1.4 Your review should be accurate and factually correct. Feel free to air your
personal opinion and experiences. You can add evidence of the
purchase/visit/experience that could be receipts, photos or videos. Do not
exaggerate your experience.

1.5 Your Service Experience with the Business must have occurred within the last
12 months. This means within 12 months from the date on which you write the
review. If you have signed up for an ongoing service, the Service Experience
begins immediately upon sign up and continues until the service is no longer
provided by the Business. You are free to write a review immediately after sign up
or at any point up to 12 months after the service ends.

2. Upload Pictures: Posting photos and/or video could be predominantly appropriate to
the business and review the typical consumer experience (for instance, what the
business illustrate, what the business delivers, and e.t.c.). Post a photo or video that
displays a more unique personal experience with a business (for instance, a
photo/video of you experiencing the business or the photo/video of the product
purchased and displayed in your home, etc.), we may remove it from the photo gallery
for the business, but it may still be regarded as a review of the business.
3. Rate the business: Business rating shows the opinion the customer has towards the
services of a business. You can rate the service rendered to you by a particular business
on Tellit’s® Website. Businesses can view, take action and respond to your rating as you
had indicated on the Website.
-Rate the business: Business rating shows the opinion the customer has towards a
business. You can rate service experience on Tellit®. Business Owners take
actions by responding to your ratings.
4. Rate using the experience box: Tellit’s® experience box is displayed on the Website, it
shows the scale of star rating. Use the experience box to rate the service of companies
or businesses.
-Tellit’s® experience box are specific selections particular to your experiences.
They present the scale of star rating for different and various company/business
categories.
5. Ask a question: Feel free to ask questions about Tellit®.
For enquiries;
Roseline Folorunsho
Divisional Head Technology Products
Spage Limited
Email: info@tellit.com.ng
Website: www.tellit.com.ng
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